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A B S T R A C T

Remote data auditing (RDA) protocols enable a cloud server to persuade

an auditor that it is storing a data file honestly. Unlike digital signature

(DS) schemes, in RDA protocols, the auditor can carry out the auditing

procedure without having the entire data file. Therefore, RDA protocols seem

to be attractive alternatives to DSs as they can effectively reduce bandwidth

consumption. However, existing RDA protocols do not provide adequately

powerful tools for user authentication. In this paper, we put forward a novel

attribute-based remote data auditing and user authentication scheme. In our

proposed scheme, without having a data file outsourced to a cloud server, an

auditor can check its integrity and the issuer’s authenticity. Indeed, through

a challenge-response protocol, the auditor can check whether 1) the cloud

server has changed the content of the data file or not; 2) the data owner

possesses specific attributes or not. We show that our scheme is secure under

the hardness assumption of the bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) problem.

© 2022 ISC. All rights reserved.

1 Introduction

With the widespread cloud computing and storage
applications, the ways of providing services are

increasingly changing. Cloud computing technology
provides users with distributed computing, convenient
access, increased operational efficiencies, storage and
computation resources, etc. [1]. These attractions
have encouraged many companies to manage data,
projects, contacts, etc., through this technology. A
2016 RightScale report has demonstrated that 95
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percent of enterprises are running their applications
by employing this technology. Also, surveys indicated
that more than half of all organizations consider cloud
computing as a necessary tool in their business models
[2].

However, as a huge amount of personal data is
outsourced to cloud servers, concern over data in-
tegrity and authentication arises. Digital signatures
[3] are common tools to provide data integrity and
user authentication services. However, the use of DS
imposes high communication costs on the system as
in these approaches the entirety of the data that is to
be verified is required in the auditing procedure. To
alleviate this problem, remote data auditing (RDA)
protocols can be helpful. Employing an RDA proto-
col, an external auditor can verify the integrity of
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data files outsourced to a cloud service provider with-
out needing to have the data [4]. Generally, public
key cryptosystems can be divided into three cate-
gories public key infrastructure (PKI)-based, identity-
based, and attribute-based cryptosystems [5]. PKI-
based schemes are considered the most basic approach
in public key cryptography [5]. In PKI-based cryp-
tosystems considering a trusted third-party, called
certificate authority (CA), to validate and issue re-
quired certificates on users’ public keys is a vital
factor for running these systems. However, the use
of certificate authority increases management costs
significantly [5]. Identity-based cryptosystems can re-
solve this problem effectively [6]. In these systems,
the identity of a user is considered as his/her public
key. Therefore, users’ public keys no longer need to
be validated and certified. However, identity-based
schemes have many inherent issues. For example, in
these schemes, users’ identities are revealed to other
parties. It might threaten the users’ privacy. Or as an-
other example, in some cases, the selection of a unique
identifier may not be friendly for users. To address
these issues, attribute-based cryptosystems [7, 8] have
been proposed. In these schemes, users’ public keys
correspond to a set of descriptive attributes [9, 10].

In the category of DSs, we see that there are sev-
eral PKI-based, identity-based, and attribute-based
signatures. However, in the RDA category, we have
observed only PKI-based and identity-based RDA
schemes. In this work, to address this issue, we design
the first RDA scheme that supports the attribute-
based user authentication service. Our main contri-
butions are given below:

• Anonymity: In our designed scheme, data own-
ers can be described concerning a set of descrip-
tive attributes, and no information about the
data owners’ identities is leaked.

• Remote data auditing: In our proposed sys-
tem, an auditor can verify the integrity of data
files outsourced to a cloud server without need-
ing to access the data.

• Attribute-based authentication: Our pro-
posed approach is the first RDA scheme sup-
porting attribute-based authentication. Indeed,
our scheme is a suitable alternative for attribute-
based signatures in cloud computing environ-
ments. The remaining of this work is organized
as follows: In Section 2, we introduce some re-
lated work. We briefly describe the required
preliminaries in Section 3. In Section 4, we de-
scribe the system model, threat model, and se-
curity requirements. The detailed construction
is given in Section 5. In Section 6, we analyze
our proposed scheme in terms of correctness
and security. Finally, we conclude this work in

Section 7.

2 Related Work

To verify the integrity of data outsourced to a cloud
server, Deswarte et al. [11] put forward the concept
of RDA protocols. In their proposed scheme, to prove
data integrity, the cloud server has to hash the en-
tirety of data files. However, it incurs prohibitive costs
when the size of data files is large. Juels et al. [12] put
forward the concept of Proof of Retrievability (PoR).
However, their designed approach supports only lim-
ited times of integrity auditing. Ateniese et al. [13]
independently introduced a similar concept named
Provable Data Possession (PDP). Their scheme sup-
ports unlimited times of integrity verification and
public auditing as well.

However, all of these schemes are based on the PKI
which imposes considerable costs on the server side.
To address this issue, Wang [14] designed an ID-based
RDA scheme for multi-cloud storage environments.
Yu et al. proposed a privacy-preserving ID-based RDA
scheme for cloud storage [15]. Wang et al. [16] put
forward an ID-based proxy oriented RDIC system.

However, the mentioned ID-based schemes do not
provide anonymity, and identities are disclosed to the
public. To address this issue, attribute-based cryp-
tosystems seem to be promising solutions. The first
formal definition of attribute-based signature (ABS)
schemes was put forward by Maji et al. [17]. Li et
al. [18] proposed a provable secure ABS scheme in
the standard model. Herranz et al. [19] designed two
ABS schemes with constant-size signatures. Chen et
al. [20] designed the concept of outsourced ABS to
lighten the computational burden. Sun et al. [21] pro-
posed an outsourced decentralized ABS scheme for
IoT networks.

However, none of the existing attribute-based au-
thentication approaches support remote data auditing.
To address this issue, we design the first attribute-
based authentication scheme. It should be notified
that the work presented in [22] does not support
attribute-based authentication. Indeed, the scheme
is designed to provide attribute-based access control
in data auditing processes. Therefore, our work can
be considered the first remote data auditing scheme
supporting attribute-based authentication.

3 Preliminaries

Assume that O ← A(I) denotes execution of an algo-
rithm A on input I and assign the output to O. Also,
for an arbitrary set X, x← X means that an element
x ∈ X is selected uniformly at random from X. In
the following, we briefly introduce some preliminaries
required for studying the rest of this work.
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Table 1. Notations

Notation Description

λ Security parameter of the system

U Universal attribute set

MPK Master public key

MSK Master secret key

AttO Attribute set of a DO

Pm(Att) Threshold predicate associated with

an attribute set Att and an integer m

M A message

idM Identifier of a message M

SKO Secret key of a DO

(TagO, Tag′O) Tags generated by a DO

C A challenge generated by an auditor

R A response generated by the CS

AttO Set of a DO’s attributes

3.1 Bilinear Pairings

Bilinear map: Consider two cyclic groups G1 and
G2 of a prime order q. We say that a function ê :
G1 × G1 → G2 is a bilinear map if the following
conditions hold [13]:

• Bilinearity: ê(ga, hb) = ê(gb, ha) = ê(g, h)
ab
,

for each a, b ∈ Zq and g, h ∈ G1.
• Non-degeneracy: There exists at least one

g ∈ G1 such that ê(g, g) ̸= 1.
• Computability: There exists a polynomial-

time algorithm which is able to compute ê(g, h),
for any g, h ∈ G1.

Let G be a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT)
algorithm such that for a security parameter λ,
(λ, q,G1, G2, ê)← G(1λ), where q, G1, G2, and ê are
the same as before. In this paper, we consider the
following hardness assumption on G.

3.2 Complexity Assumptions

Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) Assumption
[13]: Consider a tuple (λ, q,G1, G2, ê, g

α, gβ , gγ),
where (λ, q,G1, G2, ê) ← G(1λ), g ← G1 and
α, β, γ ← Zq, this assumption says that the ad-
vantage of all PPT adversaries in calculation of
ê(g, g)

αβγ
is a negligible function in λ.

Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) As-
sumption [13]: Given a tuple (λ, q,G1, G2, ê, g

α, gβ),
where (λ, q,G1, G2, ê)← G(1λ), g ← G1 and α, β ←
Zq, this assumption states that there is no PPT ad-
versary that can compute gαβ with a non-negligible
advantage in λ.

4 Security Model

As depicted in Figure 1, four generic entities: central
authority (CA), cloud server (CS), data owners (DO),
and auditor participate in our designed system. In
the following, we describe their main responsibilities.

• CA: This entity is the central processing unit
of our system. It is responsible for initializing
the parameters of the system and generating
secret keys of DOs as well.

• CS: It possesses abundant computational and
storage resources. Its primary responsibilities
are to store the data received from DOs and
prove their integrity to the auditor.

• DOs: Each DO is associated with a set of de-
scriptive attributes. They obtain their secret
keys according to their attributes from the CA,
and to provide data integrity and prove their au-
thenticity, they tag their data to be outsourced
to the CS by using their obtained secret keys.

• Auditor: It is a third party that is responsible
for verifying the integrity of outsourced data
and the authenticity of DOs.

In the following, we present an overview of our
designed system. It consists of four phases System
initialization, Authorization, Data outsourcing, and
Verification described below:

(1) Initialization: The CA executes this phase. In
this phase, public parameters and the master
secret key of the system are generated. Public
parameters are published to the other entities
and the master secret key is kept confidential
by the CA.

(2) Authorization: In this phase, DOs request
the CA to generate their attribute-based secret
keys. The CA first verifies the attributes of DOs.
If their correctness is confirmed, it gives their
secret keys through a secure channel.

(3) Data outsourcing: This phase is executed by
DOs. When a DO wants to outsource a data
file to the CS, he/she first tags the file using
his/her attribute-based secret key obtained in
the previous phase. Then, he/she sends the data
file, along with the generated tag, to the CS.

(4) Verification: In this phase, by using the tags
assigned to the outsourced data files, the auditor
checks the integrity and authenticity of their
associated DOs through a challenge-response
protocol with the CS.

4.1 Adversary Model

In our designed system, the CA is trustworthy. It
does not generate improper secret keys for DOs and
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Figure 1. Workflow of our designed cryptosystem

does not collide with other entities. DOs are assumed
to be malicious. They may collude with each other
to forge a tag such that none of them can generate it
independently. The CS is assumed to be untrustwor-
thy in terms of both reliability and security. Indeed,
it is possible that it erases or changes the outsourced
data maliciously or accidentally. It may collude with
DOs to forge integrity proofs.

In this work, we assume that the communication
channels between the CA and DOs are secure such
that the data transmitted through these channels
neither might be tampered with nor eavesdropped on
by other parties. Moreover, there is a tamper-resistant
communication channel between any two other parties
(i.e., the data transmitted through these channels may
eavesdrop, but it is not definitely tampered with).

4.2 Security Requirements

In designing our data auditing approach, we consider
the following security requirements:

• Security against the server: This require-
ment is to capture that if the CS has changed a
data file, then it cannot forge an integrity proof
for the data.

• Anonymity: This requirement states that the
CS cannot learn any information about the
attributes of DOs from the tags associated with
the outsourced data.

• Collusion resistance: This requirement says
that, for any predicate Pm(Att) and any group
of DOs colluding with each other, it is not fea-
sible for the group to generate a valid tag as-
sociated with an attribute set Att′, satisfying
Pm(Att), if none of the DOs has all attributes
in Att′.

5 Our Construction

In the following, we present our proposed scheme in
detail. Table 1 describes important notations used in
this section. As mentioned before, our scheme consists
of four phases described in detail as follows:

5.1 Initialization

The CA first selects a universal attribute set U and a
security parameter λ. Then, it executes the algorithm
(MPK,MSK)← Setup(1λ,U) to generate the mas-
ter public parameters MPK and the master secret
key MSK. It gives MPK to the other entities and
keeps MSK confidential.

Setup(1λ,U): It first executes (q,G1, G2, ê) ←
G(1λ) and selects a random generator g ← G1. Then,
for each attribute k ∈ U, it selects sk ← Zq and
computes PKk = gsk . Moreover, for a polynomial
ℓ, it considers N = ℓ(λ) and a random N -degree
polynomial Q such that Q(0) = 0. Also, using the
polynomial interpolation technique, it constructs a
(|U|−1)-degree polynomial Q′ such that Q′(k) =
sk−1

k Q(k). Afterward, it chooses an integer n as the
number of blocks in each message. Also, it consid-
ers secure hash functions H : {0, 1}∗ → G1 and
H∗ : {0, 1}∗ → Zq. Finally, it returns MPK =
(λ,U, n,N, q,G1, G2, ê, g, {PKk}k∈U, H,H∗, Q′) and
MSK = ({sk}k∈U, Q).

5.2 Authorization

In this phase, any DO with an attribute set AttO can
request the CA to generate his/her attribute-based
secret key. When the CA receives the request, it first
checks whether DOs have the attributes or not. If so,
the CA runs SKO ← KeyGen(MPK,MSK,AttO)
and gives the secret key SKO to the DO. In the
following, we describe the running process of the
algorithm.

KeyGen(MPK,MSK,AttO) : Given the master
secret key MSK = ({sk}k∈U, Q) and an attribute set
AttO, this algorithm selects UO ← G1 and calculates

SKO,k = U
s−1
k

O , for each k ∈ AttO. This algorithm
outputs a secret key SKO = (UO, {SKO,k}k∈AttO

).

5.3 Data Outsourcing

When a DO with an attribute set AttO wants to
outsource a data file M to the CS, he/she first
considers a unique identifier idM and a predicate
Pm(Att), where m is a natural number, and Att
is an attribute set such that |AttO ∩ Att|≥ m and
|Att\AttO|≥ N . Then, he/she runs (TagO, Tag

′
O)←

TagGen(MPK,Pm(Att),M, idM , SKO) to gener-
ate tags (TagO, Tag

′
O). Finally, (M,TagO, Tag

′
O)
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is given to the CS.

TagGen(MPK,Pm(Att),M, idM , SKO): Given a
predicate Pm(Att), a messageM = (M (1), . . . ,M (n)) ∈
Zn
q , an identifier idM , a secret key SKO =

(UO, {SKO,k}k∈AttO
), this algorithm first selects

tO, uO ← Zq and calculates Tag
(i)
O = UM(i)

O ·
H(idM ||i)tO , for each i = 1, . . . , n, ωO = gtO ,

U ′
O = UuO

O , and U ′′
O = gu

−1
O . Then, this algorithm

considers a polynomial Q′′(x) = H∗(idM ) + a1x +

· · ·+ ak−1x
m−1, and computes Xk = SK

Q′′(k)
lAtt\AttO,k

O,k ,
for each k ∈ AttO ∩Att. Also, for any k ∈ Att\AttO,

it computes Xk = U

Q′(k)
lAttO,k

O . Finally, it outputs

(TagO, Tag
′
O), where TagO = {Tag(i)O }ni=1 and

Tag′O = (idM , Pm(Att), {(k,Xk)}k∈Att, ωO, U
′
O, U

′′
O).

5.4 Verification

When the auditor wants to verify the integrity a data
file M and the authenticity of the data owner, he/she
first sends the associated identifier idM to the CS
and retrieve Tag′O = (idM , Pm(Att), ωO, U

′
O, U

′′
O,

{(k,Xk)}k∈Att) corresponding to the data. Then, by
running b = PreCheck(MPK,Tag′O) the auditor
verifies whether attributes of the owner satisfies the
predicate Pm(Att) or not. If not, then the auditor
aborts. Otherwise, he/she verifies the integrity of M
by executing a challenge-response protocol. To this
end, it first runs (C, r)← Challenge(MPK,Tag′O)
to obtain a challenge C and its corresponding secret
r. Then, he/she sends C to the CS and keeps r confi-
dential. Upon receiving C, the CS runs (R1, R2)←
Response(MPK,C, TagO, Tag

′
O,M) to provide an

integrity proof (R1, R2) as the response. Finally, the
auditor can execute b = Vrfy(MPK,C,R, Tag′O) to
check the integrity of M . If b = 0, he/she concludes
that the data is not integrated. Otherwise, the audi-
tor confirms the data. In the following, we describe
the mentioned algorithms in detail.

PreCheck(MPK,Tag′O): This algorithm takes
as input a tag Tag′O = (idM , Pm(Att), {(k,Xk)}k∈Att,
ωO, U

′
O, U

′′
O) and returns 1 if and only if the follow-

ing equation holds:∏
k∈Att

ê(PKk, Xk)
lAtt,k(0) = ê(U ′′

O, U
′
O)

H∗(idM )
,

(1)

where lAtt,k(x) =

∏
i̸=k,i∈Att

(x−i)∏
i̸=k,i∈Att

(k−i)
is the Lagrange poly-

nomial.

Challenge(MPK,Tag′O): This algorithm takes
as input a tag Tag′O = (idM , Pm(Att), {(k,Xk)}k∈Att,

ωO, U
′
O, U

′′
O), it selects r ← Zq and computes c =

gr and c′ = U ′′
O
−r

. Then, it considers L ⊂ {1, . . . , n}
and selects vi ← Zq, for each i ∈ L. Finally, it returns
C = (c, c′, {vi}i∈L) as the challenge.

Response(MPK,C, TagO, Tag
′
O,M): On input

a challenge C = (c, c′, {vi}i∈L), a message M =

(M (1), . . . ,M (n)), two tags TagO = {Tag(i)O }ni=1 and
Tag′O = (idM , Pm(Att), {(k,Xk)}k∈Att, ωO, U

′
O, U

′′
O),

it first computes the value µ =
∑

i∈L viM
(i) and

returns a response R = (R1, R2), where R1 =

ê(
∏

i∈L (Tag
(i)
O )

vi
, c) and R2 = ê(U ′−µ

O , c′).

Vrfy(MPK,C,R, Tag′O): Given C = (c, c′, {vi}i∈L),
Tag′O = (idM , Pm(Att), {(k,Xk)}k∈Att, ωO, U

′
O, U

′′
O),

and a response R = (R1, R2), this algorithm returns
1 if and only if the following equation holds:

R1R2 =
∏

i∈L
ê(H(idM ||i)vi , ωO)

r
. (2)

6 Correctness and Security Analysis

In this section, we first analyze the correctness of our
proposed scheme. Then, we describe the initial idea
of proving its security.

6.1 Correctness Analysis

In the following, we show that the algorithms
PreCheck(MPK,Tag′O) andVrfy(MPK,C,R, Tag′O)

work right. Let Tag′O = (idM , Pm(Att), {(k,Xk)}k∈Att,
ωO, U

′
O, U

′′
O) be an output of the TagGen algo-

rithm, and AttO satisfies Pm(Att). We see that:∏
k∈Att

ê(PKk, Xk)
lAtt,k(0) =

∏
k∈AttO

ê(PKk, Xk)
lAtt,k(0)

∏
k∈Att\AttO

ê(PKk, Xk)
lAtt,k(0)

=
∏

k∈AttO

ê(PKk, SK

Q′′(k)
lAtt\AttO,k(0)

O,k )

lAtt,k(0)

∏
k∈Att\AttO

ê(PKk, U

Q′(k)
lAttO,k(0)

O )

lAtt,k(0)

=
∏

k∈AttO

ê(gskk , U

sk
−1
k

Q′′(k)

lAtt\AttO,k(0)

O )lAtt,k(0)

∏
k∈Att\AttO

ê(gskk , U

sk
−1
k

Q(k)

lAttO,k(0)

O )lAtt,k(0)

=
∏

k∈AttO

ê(g, U
Q′′(k)
O )

lAtt,k(0)

lAtt\AttO,k(0)

∏
k∈Att\AttO

ê(g, U
Q(k)
O )

lAtt,k(0)

lAttO,k(0)
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=
∏

k∈AttO

ê(g, U
Q′′(k)
O )

lAttO,k(0)

∏
k∈Att\AttO

ê(g, U
Q(k)
O )

lAtt\AttO,k(0)
=

∏
k∈AttO

ê(g, UO)
Q′′(k)lAttO,k(0)

∏
k∈Att\AttO

ê(g, UO)
Q(k)lAtt\AttO,k(0)

= ê(g, UO)

∑
k∈AttO

Q′′(k)lAttO,k(0)

ê(g, UO)

∑
k∈Att\AttO

Q(k)lAtt\AttO,k(0)

= ê(g, UO)
H∗(idM )

ê(g, UO)
0

= ê(g, UO)
H∗(idM )

= ê(gu
−1
O , Uu0

O )
H∗(idM )

= ê(U ′′
O, U

′
O)

H∗(idM )
.

Therefore, Equation 1 holds and the algorithm
PreCheck(MPK,Tag′O) is correct. Now, we prove
the correctness of Vrfy(MPK,C,R, Tag′O). To this
end, we prove Equation 2. Let C = (c, c′, {vi}i∈L)
and R = (R1, R2) be a valid challenge and its corre-
sponding response, respectively. We observe that:

R1 = ê(
∏

i∈L
(Tag

(i)
O )

vi
, c)

= ê(
∏

i∈L
UviM

(i)

O .H(idM ||i)tO
vi
, c)

=
∏

i∈L
ê(UviM

(i)

O , c).
∏

i∈L
ê(H(idM ||i)tO

vi
, c)

= ê(Uµ
O, g

r)
∏

i∈L
ê(H(idM ||i)tO

vi
, gr)

= ê(UuOµ
O , gru

−1
O )

∏
i∈L

ê(H(idM ||i)vi , gtO )
r

= ê(U ′µ
O, U

′′r
O)

∏
i∈L

ê(H(idM ||i)vi , ω(2)
O )

r

= ê(U ′µ
O, c

′)
∏

i∈L
ê(H(idM ||i)vi , ω(2)

O )
r

= ê(U ′µ
O, c

′)
∏

i∈L
ê(H(idM ||i)vi , ω(2)

O )
r
.

Therefore,

R1R2 = ê(U ′µ
O, c

′)
∏

i∈L
ê(H(idM ||i)vi , ω

(2)
O )ê(U ′−µ

O , c′)

=
∏

i∈L
ê(H(idM ||i)vi , ω(2)

O )r.

6.2 Security Analysis

In this section, we briefly describe the initial idea
in the security proof of our proposed scheme. We
consider the following security attacks:

(1) Attack 1: The CS changing the outsourced
data tries to forge an integrity proof of the data
by colluding malicious DOs.

(2) Attack 2: Given a predicatePm(Att), a group
of DOs, such that none of them doesn’t have
an attribute set satisfyingPm(Att), may try to
generate a tag associated with an attribute set
AttO satisfyingPm(Att).

Assume that the CS can succeed in attack 1. Let
A be a PPT adversary that aims to solve the BDH
problem. Indeed, on input (q,G1, G2, ê, g

α, gβ , gγ),

A tries to compute the valueê(g, g)
αβγ

. To this end,
assuming H is modeled as a random oracle such that
H(idM ||i) = gxiγ , for a known valuexi ∈ Zq,c = gβ ,
and ωO = gα, then we see that succeeding in Attack
1 implies solving the BDH problem. Indeed:

R1R2 =
∏

i∈L
ê(H(idM ||i)vi , ω(2)

O )
r

=
∏

i∈L
ê(gγxivi , gα)

β

= ê(g, g)
αβγ

∑
i∈L

xivi .

Now, as A knows the value
∑

i∈L xivi, it can com-

pute ê(g, g)
αβγ

.

Also, if a group of DOs can succeed in At-
tack 2 (i.e., they can forge Tag′O such that 1 =
PreCheck(MPK,Tag′O)), then we see that the
DH problem can be solved. Indeed, assuming that
U ′

O = gα and U ′′
O = gβ , then in this case we have∏

k∈Att
ê(PKk, Xk)

lAtt,k(0) = ê(U ′′
O, U

′
O)

H∗(idM )

⇒ ê(g, gxy) = ê(gx, gy)

= ê(U ′′
O, U

′
O)

=
∏

k∈Att
ê(PKk, Xk)

lAtt,k(0)H
∗−1(idM )

=
∏

k∈Att
ê(gskk , X

lAtt,k(0)H
∗(idM )−1

k )

= ê(g,
∏

k∈Att
X

sk lAtt,k(0)H
∗−1(idM )

k )

⇒ gxy =
∏

k∈Att
X

sk lAtt,k(0)H
∗−1(idM )

k .

Now, assuming that A has initialized our scheme
and therefore knows {sk}k∈Att, we see that A can
solve gxy.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a new primitive called
attribute-based remote data auditing and user au-
thentication for cloud storage systems. Our proposed
scheme provides the following services: I) data own-
ers can outsource their data to a cloud server anony-
mously; II) attributes of data owners can be effi-
ciently authenticated; III) the integrity of outsourced
data can be verified without having the data as in-
put. Moreover, we provided correctness proof and
showed that the security of the scheme can be proved
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under the hardness assumption of the bilinear Diffie-
Hellman (BDH).
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